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Here is the same text but you have to complete it with the right words. The first
letter is given, as is the number of letters for each word to be written.

Jennifer: Hello? Jennifer Model speaking. Good morning! You're looking for
someone to m _ _ _ _ clothes in an exhibition? It's not h _ _ _ _ c _ _ _ _ _ _ but
p _ _ _ _ _ c _ _ _ _ _ _. Very well. Yes, I am available. Will there be a
c _ _ _ _ _ _? No...I would wear only one c _ _ _ _ _ _ and mix with the
visitors... I see.... My h _ _ _ _ _ and m _ _ _ - _ _ will have to fit in with the
f _ _ _ _ _ _ of the period I suppose? Fine. And what about the
a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _: jewels, bags and so on.... You'll provide them? Very good.
In that case, I'll come on Saturday for the f _ _ _ _ _ _ _. You'll choose the
m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and the c _ _ to fit my b _ _ _ _? Excellent! And the c _ _ _ _ _
to suit my hair? Perfect. Yes, yes, I weigh the same as I did when I became Miss
Graphoville. Well, see you on Saturday, then. Thank you for contacting me.
Goodbye.
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Model
Jennifer: I would really like to be an actress! I am an extra in Jack
Clintwood's film… Before that? Well, to start with, I was elected Miss
Graphoville, so I decided to become a model, but it's not all that simple! You
need the right look and an iron constitution. I am just about the right height:
5ft.7. That's 1m73. You can't be a model if you're any shorter. I had to build a
portfolio of professional photographs to show to modelling agencies. I had to
attend lots of casting sessions, sometimes several per day! It's really tiring!
Especially as I was on a permanent diet!
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A few words relating to a model's work:
Here is a text using a lot of words from the
list. Read it carefully, as you will have to use
the same words afterwards.

Accessories
Collection
Cut
Fashion house
Hairdo
Magazine
Model
Ready-to-wear

Build
Colour
Designer
Fittings
Haute couture
Make-up
Pattern
Size

Catwalk
Costume
Fashion
Garment
Label
Material
Period clothes
Style

Jennifer: Hello? Jennifer Model speaking. Good morning! You're looking
Also you need to negotiate the terms of your contract, if you are lucky enough
to get one. You have to be able to manage your career and deal with the
irregular hours. Really, you need nerves of steel and strength of character. Why
did I stop? Because I one day I got fiddled. I answered an ad and paid some
good money for nothing! This put me right off this business. Also, this is the
kind of work where you have to retire early: after thirty-five, you're past it!
Then you have to learn a new job. Really, I would prefer to be an actress.

*
In a similar line of work, Jennifer could also have been:
casting director – fashion designer – actress – wardrobe mistress – dresser –
clothes retailer – clothes shop assistant – textile designer – fashion illustrator –
pettern designer – stitcher…
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for someone to model clothes in an exhibition? It's not haute couture, but
period clothes. Very well. Yes, I am available. Will there be a catwalk?
No...I would wear only one costume and mix with the visitors... I see.... My
hairdo and make-up will have to fit in with the fashion of the period I
suppose? Fine. And what about the accessories, jewels, bags and so on....
You'll provide them? Very good. In that case, I'll come on Saturday for the
fittings. You'll choose the material and the cut to fit my build? Excellent!
And the colour to suit my hair? Perfect. Yes, yes, I weigh the same as I did
when I became Miss Graphoville. Well, see you on Saturday, then. Thank
you for contacting me. Goodbye.
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